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3 - METHODS
METHODES

AN AUTOMATED APPROACH    TO

QUANTITATIVE ERROR ANALYSIS

ERWIN H. BARETSS NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY EVANSTON, IL 60201, USA

INTRODUCTION

A method is developed how a quantitative measure for the robustness of a

given neutron transport theory code for coarse network calculations can 
be obta-

ined.  A code, that performs this task automatically and at only nomial cost, i
s

described.  This code generates also user oriented benchmark problems which

exhibit the analytic behavior at interfaces.
In the engineering sciences, such as solid and fluid mechanics, electrica

l

engineering, acoustics, nuclear engineering and plasma physics, more and 
more

sophisticated calculations are performed on more and more powerful computers.
Invariably, the queation is asked:  How reliable are these calculations?  A

 tra-

ditional approach in numerical analysis is to use asymptotic error analysis.

The  methods  are j udged according  to  the  rate  o f convergence  in the chosen appro-

ximation space by the symbol 0(hk) where h, the "diameter"  of a reference · unit,
is assumed to approach zero.  In practical calculations however, the diame

ter h

is desired to be very large.  One can give examples where low order numer
ical

methods yield more reliable answers   than high order methods   for a coarse network.
Because of their importance to the design of nuclear power plants, we have ini-

tially concentrated our efforts in "Quantitative Error Analysis" on the neutron

transport equations (where "no analytical solutions are available") (1,2,3,4) and
the neutron diffusion equation (1,6) .

To  give a perspective  of an application  of the procedures, we shall briefly
outline the major parts of our research project and then describe an imp

lementa-

tion of the procedures in BEAPAC-lT, a FORTRAN program operational at Arg
onne

National Laboratory on the IBM 370/195 (1) . The research code for the neutron

transport and neutron diffusion equations in two and three space dimensions is

called BEAPAC-3T.  The entire code system, when the project is finished, con
sists

of three parts with the following functions:

(A) Cell Calculations  (B) Global Analysis  (C) Computational Complexity
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(A)  The code for part A is again subdivided into three major parts.

(a)  Creation of Benchmark Problems

i

(b)  Numerical solution of the Benchmark Problems by Approximate Methods

(c)  Calculation of the Error and Appropriate Error Norm

Part  A  can also be characterized by calling its purpose Basic Quantitative Error

Analysis.    It is designed to evalute the desired error norms for calculations  over
a coarse network or with large finite elements.  To our knowledge there exists no

other systematic approach to deal with the coarse mesh error analysis.  Our exp-

erience has shown that such an analysis is practical and inexpensive but only by

automation and use of the computer.

(B)  The codes for part B will conduct a global analysis for multiregion, multi-

group calculations.  The algorithms will be subject to:

(a) Global Error Analysis  (b) Stability Analysis  (c) Convergence Analysis

We note that the classical concept of consistency analysis does not appear.  The

codes will supply various error bounds. However, the main goal is to provide Pr
o-

babilistic Error Estimates.  The tools employed are borrowed from functional ana-

lysir, perturbation-, matrix-, operator-, and probability theory and statistics.

(C)  The codes for part C are concerned with:

(a) Performance Prediction (b) Code Evaluation (c) Data Management Analysis

Basically, part (C) is cost accounting.  It is based on the total operatio
ns count

(inclusive iterations), error estimates, and memory requirements.

THE NEUTRON TRANSPORT- AND DIFFUSION EQUATION

The space and energy dependent neutron transport equation states the neutr
on

population rate balance (8,9)

n·94(r,n,E) + Et(r,E) *(r,O,E)

dn' dE' E (r,Q'·R,E'+E)*(r,Q',E') + S(r,Q,E) (1)
S

The left side represents the rate of neutron loss, the right side the rate 
of

neutron.gain.  Integrating over the unit sphere |R| = 1, and using Fick's
 law,

J(r,E) = -D(r,E) 70(r,E) yields the neutron diffusion approximation

- VD(r,E)7$(r,E) + St(r,E) 0(r,E) =   dE' Es(r,E'+E) 0(r,E') + S(r,E) (2)

Usually, the energy integral is treated as a sum of discrete energy groups 
(mul-

tigroup calculations) and hence these integrals are replaced by a fi
nite summati-

on. Furthermore, all practical calculations assume the material coefficien
ts to

be regionwise constant.  It is the aim of the research project to provide
 a code

that yields reliable forward and backward error bounds for numerical solu
tions of

the multigroup equations obtained by existing and new numerical approxim
ation

methods.
The first step is to investigate whether a numerical method can solve a ce

ll

problem in one group with sufficient accuracy, since all multigroup calc
ulations

are reduced to a sequence of one group calculations.  A computational cell
 is a

connected region with constant material coefficients (Figure 1).
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Figure 1.  Fuel and Holder Assembly.  Shaded areas
are examples of computational cells.

Because of our assumptions and the linearity of (1), arbitrarily many solutions
can be obtained by superposing plane eigenfunctions to a particular solution of
(1).  Using dimensional analysis, these eigenfunctions are obtained from the nor-
malized equation

0·  74    +    11,1    -   ·4A.   fi   dn'     0 (r,0' )     =    0                                                                                                                                                         (3)

If the reference plane is perpendicular to the unit vector u, we have the
discrete eigenfunctions (10,11)

1

Wd(r,n;u/v )=e- r•u/vo
&

(4)2 1 - n·u/v
0

where v>0 satisfies
0

-l f -1 1
-   4  (u·Q) dQ =c v o tanh  - =12A ;. vo                        vo

In addition we have continuous or generalized eigenfunctions

*c(r,0;u/v) =
e

tv (u.n) v e (0,1] (5)
-r·u/v

where symbolically

1                   -1
$v(u.0)

. =E P + [l-c v tanh  v] 6(1 - u·n/v)2   1 - n·u/v

We note that the general plane solution of (3) is given by

*(r,Q;u)   a(u/va) 1111(r,0;u/vo) + a(-u/vo) 111(r,Q;-u/vi)
fl

+    {A(u/v) *(r,Q;u/v) + A(-u/v) *(r,Q;-u/v)} dv (6)
JO
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- where a(tu/v ) is arbitrary and A(tu/v) is HBlder continuous at _v = 1.  The sol-

ution is the'basis for generating the benchmark problems in BEAPAC-lT and suita-

ble for computation  in  Ll-  and Loo- topologies.    It can represent the exact  math-

ematical behavior at boundaries and interfaces for multicell problems.  Inspite

of its complicated appearance, numerical values can be obtained to any desired

accuracy at only nominal cost.
In BEAPAC-3T, we generate two- and three- dimensional solutions by superpo-

sing (4) and (5) with respect to u,  4(r,Q) = Wd(r,Q) + Wc(r,Q)  where

t f

Wd(r,Q) = 4;7 Ju du a(u/vo) 11,(r,0;u/vo)
1   f       fl

WC(r,Q) = 4 2 J  du    dv A(u/v) 111(r,n;u/v)U

The treatment of the neutron-diffusion equation (2) is done in a corresponding
way.  The interesting problem is the mathematical behavior at the exterior an

d

interior corners in multiregion problems.  Research has shown that the usual

asymptotic solutions attributed to the Laplace operator are not sufficient for

coarse network calculations (f,12) · Our preferred method has been to determine
Green's functions for the individual wedge problems, and then reduce the entire

problem to solution of systems of integral equations over the interfaces and

boundaries only.

DESCRIPTION OF BEAPAC-lT

BEAPAC-lT stands for Benchmark Error Analysis Package for one-dimensional

Transport theory calculations and is an implementation of part (A).  The fir
st

tenets for the implementation are to give the user Freedom to set his own

Standards and Flexibility in Applications.  BEAPAC-lT is therefore an open-end
ed

(expandable) collection  o f subroutines.    The user chooses  his own performance

criteria for his particular problem by calling available options.  If the us
er

does not find what he wants, he can add his own subroutine.
At this time, the user can base his tests on the following stationary

operator equations:

Stochastic Transport Equation (Standard form) (2)
Symmetrized Transport Equation (Canonical form, Vladimirov equation) (12)

The guiding principle of the project is to store on tape for easy access a
nd in

computable form the theoretical knowledge of numerical analysis which is pertin-

ent to the quantitative (numerical) solution of neutron transport problems,

algorithms for approximate solutions and special functions with instruct
ions for

their proper use.  The output is in tabular form and in visual displays, meanin
g-

ful to the engineers and scientists who are not specialists in numerical ana
lysis.

To create benchmark problems, the user has at his disposition the eigenmodes

of the transport equation, which the computer generates on demand to an 
accuracy

of at least 12 significant digits. It should be noted that the transport opera-

tor  is a non-selfadj oint operator.     Thus the eigenmodes   (5) are nontrivial

functionals with singular elements.  If a certain subregion of a numeric
al solu-

tion, obtained by a transport code, must be analyzed, a subroutine, called "Mode

Analyzer", approximates the computed solution  by a superposition  o f eigenmodes.
From this the computer constructs a benchmark problem fo

r which the exact solu-

tion is known, and which has the exact analytical behavior at boundaries a
nd

interfaces.  This benchmark problem is now solved again by the 
given transport

code, and the error is analyzed by the computer and displayed. 
 If the requested

error norm is exceeded, the original numerical solution may be
 rejected.  If it

is  accepted, the computer will proceed to other regions  and  then  to the "Global

Error Analysis". To compare  a new numerical method with other existing methods,

the user has the option to call SN-Methods, discrete ordin
ate methods with

Birkhoff-Hermite approximations in space, Galerkin and F
inite Element methods,
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Figure 2.  Absolute Errors of neutron transport problem solved by

Double Gauss/Galerkin Method (Traced from computer output).

for which the appropriate instructions are stored on tape.  We want to point out
that for an extensive error analysis using part (A), the computer costs are less
than one dollar.
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